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Reviews
Comptes rendus

Susanne Markgren and Tiffany Eatman Allen. Career Q & A: A Librarian’s Real-
Life Practical Guide to Managing a Successful Career. Medford, NJ: Information
Today, 2013. ISBN: 978-1-57387-479-3. CDN$43.25.

After MLIS students achieve an understanding of the core concepts of informa-
tion work, perhaps the most common series of questions they ask themselves
and their professors relates to career management. Susanne Markgren and Tif-
fany Eatman Allen’s Career Q & A: A Librarian’s Real-Life Guide to Managing a
Successful Career offers an up-to-date and practical response to these queries. Pur-
porting to offer advice to librarians at all stages of their careers, Markgren and
Allen divide their book into three broad sections based on the metaphor that
one’s career is a stage: “Setting the Stage,” “Staging Your Own Set,” and “Finish-
ing Stages.” Each section contains four or five chapters that relate to each career
stage. “Setting the Stage,” for instance, includes chapters on applying for posi-
tions, from drafting a cover letter and résumé to managing online identities and
preparing for interviews. The middle section, “Staging Your Own Set,” focuses
on early and mid-career concerns, such as the career benefits of becoming in-
volved with professional associations, transitions between positions both inside
and outside one’s organization, and non-traditional information-related posi-
tions available for MLIS graduates. The third section focuses on transitioning
into management positions, establishing professional networks, keeping up with
technology trends, and preparing for retirement. Markgren and Allen offer their
readers a wealth of practical knowledge and advice that comes from their com-
bined 30 years of professional experience and their online career advice column.

Although written for librarians at all stages of their careers, this book is per-
haps best suited for MLIS students and recent graduates. The advice is not only
practical but also clear and engaging; it will encourage MLIS students to think
beyond simply obtaining their first position to how to manage their entire ca-
reers. More experienced practitioners may find the advice offered on subjects
such as career transitions or retirement too generic or cursory, although Markg-
ren and Allen do provide a limited appendix of additional resources that may be
a useful starting point for individuals looking for more information on these is-
sues. In addition to giving their own perspective on each topic, the authors
turned to other information professionals to provide advice to their readers.
These additional voices of advice included interviews with prominent LIS pro-
fessionals, such as the co-creator of the instant messaging reference service Li-
braryH3lp, as well as responses from an informal survey the authors sent to
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various e-mail discussion groups and social media sites. There is no Canadian-
specific content referred to by the authors (although 4% of the survey respon-
dents were Canadian), making the short appendix of resources useful only for
American librarians or Canadian graduates hoping to move to the United States;
however, the majority of their advice is very practical in nature and applicable to
both Americans and Canadians equally. The small but functional index of key
concepts supports the detailed table of contents, which makes specific sections
of the book easily accessible for quick reference. This book is recommended for
MLIS students looking for practical advice on preparing for the job search and
tips for managing their emerging careers.

Deborah Hicks, Educational Policy Studies, University of Alberta

Phil Bradley. Expert Internet Searching, 4th ed. (formerly titled The Advanced In-
ternet Searcher’s Handbook). London: Facet, 2013. ISBN: 978-1-85604-605-3.
CDN$103.50.

Phil Bradley is a British librarian turned Internet consultant, trainer, and author
who has authored over half a dozen books on aspects of the Internet, writes a
monthly column for the Chartered Institute of Library and Information Profes-
sionals Update magazine and a quarterly column on search engines for Ariadne:
Web Magazine for Information Professionals, and also contributes articles to other
books and professional magazines.

Expert Internet Searching is the second book on Internet searching that I
have read and reviewed this year. The first was The Extreme Internet Searcher’s
Internet Handbook by Randolph Hock, also a fourth edition. I found it difficult
not to compare the two. At a glance the chapter titles and their lengths appear to
be similar: Hock arranges the content in 10 chapters, and Bradley in 16 chap-
ters. The first difference is that I found Hock’s book such an easy read that I
consumed it from cover to cover quite quickly, disagreeing with nothing he said
and highlighting passages to consider including in a review. Bradley’s book,
though just as well written and well organized, has not been a quick read because
from the beginning I have had to keep stopping to check out unfamiliar content.
It is peppered with “Did you know?” Internet facts in textboxes; to each of these
I have had to answer (to myself), “No, I didn’t know.”

A comparison of the content on Boolean logic illustrates the difference
between the two books. In his explanation of Boolean logic within a section on
search basics, Hock includes a figure with the familiar overlapping circles repre-
senting AND, OR, and NOT. The index is detailed with respect to where and
why Boolean logic is discussed throughout the book (its application within eight
named sites/engines, inclusion in two tables comparing search engines, a series
of pages where it is included in search strategies, etc.). That Bradley is indeed
writing for the expert searcher is evident, as he discusses Boolean logic without
explaining or graphically illustrating it. Individual operators are indexed under
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